
My Apologies, as by now you should have received your                

Premier Murray Grey Catalogue 

the printer or myself have made some mistakes. So to be clear the 

pdf version on Auction Plus is update, to the correct one. 

To explain Lot 10 is the wrong animal, Should be Ashvell Hope Q13  

Lots 42, 44, 46, 49, 50, & 53  Have no Notes they are listed below. 

Lot 42 - Quite temperament, good feet & structure make him very appealing, great 

carcase figures. In the top 1% for Scrotal size, top 5% for Growth, top 15% for Heavy 

Grass Index and top 25% for EMA. J-BAS 8 herd, free delivery within 500 Road            

kilometres.  

Lot 44 - Quite temperament. A very appealing light grey bulls with good figures across 

the board. In the top 5% for Milk & Scrotal size and top 15% for Growth A very well-

balanced bull, highly recommended. J-BAS 8 herd, free delivery within 500 road         

kilometres.  

Lot  46 - Quite temperament, great carcase figures. In the top 5% for Growth, top 10% 

for Heavy Grass Index and top 25% for EMA. This bull developed an injury on neck, it 

has been lanced and treated and comes with a fully guarantee.  J-BAS 8 herd, free    

delivery within 500 road kilometres.  

Lot 49 - Quite temperament, well suited for the domestic weaner & yearling markets. 

In the top 10% for Growth, and top 25% for Heavy Grass Index.  J-BAS 8 herd, free de-

livery within 500 road kilometres. 

Lot 50 - Quite temperament, strong top line & a deep soft body. In the top 5% for 

Growth, top 25% for Heavy Grass Index. If joining to breed average cows you can ex-

pect calve to be 2.1kg heavier than breed average. J-BAS 8 herd, free delivery within 

500 road kilometre. 

Lot 53 - Quite temperament, thick soft bull with great depth & structure, great carcase 

figures. In the top 1% for Growth, top 10% for Heavy Grass Index. If joining to breed 

average cows you can expect calve to be 2.2kg heavier than breed average.  J-BAS 8 

herd, free delivery within 500 road kilometres.                                                                    

Remember to check out the society online sale catalogue                 

Or Auction Plus webpage. 


